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We humans are controlling
animals, aren’t we? All day
long we try to control our

surroundings to make them suit our
needs. Many try to control the people
around them and end up in conflicts
that ruin their day and sometimes our
day. We control our car by steering it
with our hands and use our feet to
make it go as fast or as slow as we
want. Control, control, control! That’s
what we do.

It’s no wonder, then, that when it
comes to archery we grab the bow and
try to control it to make the arrow go
where we want it to go. It’s here that
we encounter the first major contra-
diction found in archery; the more we
try to control the bow with our bow
hand the less we succeed in doing so!
If we try to “make” the arrow go into
the target middle we fail to get the job
done with any amount of success. 

The bow, then, becomes a very
good teacher for us. It teaches us
the lesson of the butterfly; The but-
terfly which when pursued is
always just beyond our grasp but if
you sit down quietly it may come

and alight upon you.
The bow teaches us that we can

succeed at a higher rate if we “blend”
with it in order to “allow” it to shoot
the arrow into the target middle. This
is like the Zen teachings that tell us to
“become one” with the bow and arrow
acting as a complete unit with it. In
this way we can create the best condi-
tions for getting the results we want.
We just have to give up all that control;
we have to avoid controlling the bow
with our bow hand.

We must give up on the idea of
imparting our will on the bow and
decide to join it as an equal partner in
a joint venture. Archery in this regard
is humbling and a good teacher –
know anyone who could use a little of
this philosophy in their daily life?

THE BEGINNING 
AND THE END

My mentor coach, Bud Fowkes,
was instrumental in much of my
learning about shooting form. He
taught me how to see good form and
to understand the timing of good
archery. He also taught me that the

shot both begins and ends with bow
hand placement. 

Here’s what that means. The bow
hand is the first body part to touch the
bow as you set up for the shot (that’s
step three in my Core Archery form
steps) and it’s the last body part
touching the bow as the arrow crosses
the arrow rest on its way to the target
(that’s step ten). This makes bow hand
placement on the bow’s grip section
extremely important. You have to do
this form element correctly through
most of your form steps if you’re going
to be happy in archery.

So, for form steps three through
ten your bow hand is on the bow
either trying to control it or working
with it, the choice is yours. Every time
you and your customers nock an
arrow the bow hand placement
decides whether the archer will try to
“control” the shot or “allow” the shot
to happen naturally.  

Most of my students, 98 percent
of them, don’t know how to place their
bow hand on the bow correctly when I
first begin coaching them. They grip
the handle in some way or they stiffen

Understanding Bow Hand Basics
By Larry Wise

Many beginning archers grip the bow as shown on the left. After
some instruction they can learn to relax their hand (right) and
improve their archery results.

We use our hands all day to grip and control. Most of the time
it’s tools of one kind or another. In archery we have to learn to do
the opposite with the bow hand, refuse to control.
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their fingers and thumb in an effort to
get consistency. They are doing exact-
ly what they do all day with their
hands: control, feel, manipulate,
bend, push, squeeze or pound. They
have not separated archery from their
daily life because they haven’t been
taught that they need to.

Placing their bow hand on their
bow is counter-intuitive. In other
words, it’s the opposite of what they
are used to doing and that makes it
difficult to learn. Learning to “refuse
to control” flies in the face of every-
thing we do all day long but that is
exactly what we must do in order to
get consistent and accurate archery
results.

PURPOSE: So what exactly is the
purpose of the bow hand? What are
we supposed to do with our hand
when we put it on the bow’s grip sec-
tion? The answer is simple; place the
hand on the bow in a manner that
allows the arm bones to resist the
force loads that occur when the bow is
drawn to full draw position.

And you thought it was all about
the hand, didn’t you? Well, it’s not
about the hand, it’s about the arm
bones. Just like most of the form ele-
ments I teach, bow hand placement is
about the skeleton, the body’s core,
and how to use it effectively.

The bones of the lower and upper
arm must be in line so they can resist

the bow’s draw force. Liken this to
how you use your leg bones all day
when you’re on your feet. You use
enough muscle – and it’s not much –
to keep your leg bones in line between
your behind and the floor. If you did-
n’t then your backside would be drag-
ging on the floor and the seat of your
pants would be worn out. So it’s your
leg bones that keep your butt off the
floor and not a lot of muscle.

If you use this analogy with your
customers they will understand it very
quickly and maybe make an easier
transition to better bow hand place-

ment. What remains then is to learn
what hand parts should touch the
bow handle, what bones should be in
line, what muscles should be relaxed
and what muscle should be contract-
ed. With that knowledge you can
begin to get the bow hand placed cor-
rectly.

It’s time right here to point out the
physics at work in the bow handle
during the power stroke. When the
string is released it moves toward the
target but the bow handle moves away
from the target according to the law of
physics that states: For every action
there is an opposite and equal reac-
tion. During the two-hundredths of a
second (.02 sec.) that the bowstring is
moving toward the target the bow
handle is pressuring into the bow
hand and, therefore, a relaxed bow
hand at the end of in-line bones is the
most consistent way to resist this ini-
tial action of the bow handle into the
hand.

Bending your arm at the elbow
recruits a far greater number of mus-
cle groups than does keeping it
straight. Try standing with your knees
bent for five minutes to feel how many
more muscle groups become active
and, of course, how much these mus-
cles fatigue. Your bow arm undergoes
the same fatigue if you use lots of
muscle to keep it bent while at full

When the arms bones are in line they can
resist the force of the drawn bow. Bones
don’t fatigue while muscle does.

At the beginning of all of my shooting
schools I find several students with good
form except for the bent bow arm.
Lengthening the bow’s draw length so
they can straighten their arm yields imme-
diate results.

The hand diagram shows how the lifeline divides the hand into two areas. The star on
the thumb pad or thenar eminence marks the spot that should be placed directly on the
bow grip section. The tape across my thumb pad shows the line that should contact the
bow. Note how my knuckles are at a forty-five degree angle.
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draw. Keep your arm efficient by
keeping the lower and upper arm
bones in line while at full draw and
place a relaxed bow hand between
them and the handle.

THE TOUCH PAD: The lifeline
that runs down the palm of your hand
separates your hand into two regions
for the purpose of archery, the “in-
bounds” and the “out-of-bounds”.
The thumb pad portion, called the
thenar eminence, is the in-bounds
portion while the other pad on the lit-
tle-finger side of the lifeline, the hypo-
thenar eminence, is the out-of-
bounds region. The thumb pad and
only this pad should be touched to
the grip area of the bow handle. If any
other part touches the handle then
side torque to the handle may, and
usually does, occur.

The hand diagram shown on
page 53 indicates the proper pad to
place against the bow’s grip section. It
also shows the line across this pad
that should be placed on the bow
handle. This line must be vertical
when the bow is drawn to full-draw-
position so that it parallels the vertical
attitude of the bow handle.

It should be obvious that to verti-
cally orient this thenar eminence line
requires the bow hand to be rotated

so the large knuckles are at a 45
degree angle to vertical. In this posi-
tion only the thumb pad (thenar emi-
nence) can touch the bow’s grip while
the hypo-thenar eminence cannot
possibly touch the bow handle and
that is essential to avoiding hand-to-
handle torque transfer.  

RELAXED FINGERS 
AND THUMB:

Now that the proper bow hand
parts for archery have been identified
and the hand angle to the bow is set
there remains only to relax your bow
hand fingers and thumb. These
appendages must all be relaxed
before the bow hand touches the bow
grip. No exceptions! If they’re tense
when you touch them to the handle
they will most likely stay tense
through the entire shot sequence.

You do not need your fingers and
thumb to hold the bow. You should be
holding the weight of the bow with
your release hand since you’ve
already hooked the release to the
bowstring. This allows you to keep
your bow hand fingers and thumb
relaxed at first touch, through the bow
raise, draw and aiming steps of your
form sequence. 

Never allowing the fingers to
build muscle tension is the best way
to have no tension in them at full
draw. Far too many of my students fail
to follow this rule and allow their fin-
gers to tighten during the raise and
draw steps and then have to relax
them at full draw. That puts an extra
step into your form sequence at a
time when you have more important
things to do like “aim”.  Besides, this

extra step can be avoided.
It’s easy to build this tension in

your bow hand since your drawing
hand and arm are building tension as
their muscles contract to draw the
bow. But you and your customers can
train to avoid this tightening on the
bow hand side while contracting the
drawing side – after all you learned to
“wink” didn’t you?

The wrist should be held in a
medium-bend position. This, I feel,
minimizes the amount of muscle
needed to support the wrist in the
optimum angle for presentation to
the bow grip. Remember that we’re
trying to position the in-line arm
bones between the bow and our
shoulder but the hand is in the way of
this. Therefore, we must place the
thumb pad center, marked with a star
in the diagram on page 53, directly
onto the bow grip because that is the
point on the hand directly in front of
the radius bone of the forearm. It’s
this radius bone that we want to resist
the bow force at full draw. It’s not
about the hand!

By now you should have gathered
that this bow hand placement busi-
ness is all about how to eliminate the
hand and its effects on our archery
form. This whole article is really about
getting the arm bones in the right
place.

THE FOREARM BONES
The forearm has two bones, the

shorter radius and the longer ulna.
They lay side-by-side at the lower end
to form the wrist joint. At this end the

There is no need to hold the bow with
your bow hand since you should be sup-
porting it with the release and release
hand. This allows you to place your bow
hand on the grip without pressuring or
gripping.

I recommend a medium wrist bend for
your bow hand. This will put the force of
the bow in front of the radius bone in
your forearm.

When the bow hand is placed correctly on
the bow grip the large knuckles will be at a
forty-five degree angle to vertical. This
keeps the palm pad on the little finger side
off of the bow handle and unable to
impart torque to it.
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radius is larger, is located on the
thumb side and forms the main part
of the wrist joint. At the upper end
these two bones join to the
humerus of the upper arm to form
the elbow joint.

When the radius is lined up with
the humerus they form a rigid resis-
tance to the bow. If you can keep
your bow shoulder down then this
resistance is anchored in you
through bone-to-bone contact.
Raise the shoulder and more mus-
cle has to be recruited to resist the
bow force and that’s not good.

When the knuckles are in a
forty-five degree angle to the verti-
cal they allow the forearm to be
rolled out of the way of the bow-
string. This doesn’t happen when
you hold your knuckles in a vertical
line – the forearm doesn’t roll at all
resulting in all those black & blue
marks we see on beginner’s arms.
Get the bow hand angled correctly
and the forearm can do its job pain
free.

TEACHING 
BOW HAND POSITION:
I prefer to introduce bow hand

position by having my students stand
in the archers’ “T”. In this position
they can first set their stance and then
hold both arms straight out from their
sides with both shoulders level. This is
so easy for kids to learn – too bad
adults don’t respond with the same
degree of enthusiasm!

A little shoulder shrug is next.
Have your students shrug their shoul-
ders up and down a few times so they
get the feel of what “up” is and what
“down” is. They want to maintain the
“down” feel while learning the next
step about bow hand position.

Now I teach my students to make
a “stop” sign with their bow hand.
Check each student’s hand to be sure
that their knuckles are at a forty-five
degree angle. When you’ve done that
then tell them to relax their fingers
and thumb while maintaining their
hand position. Check the 45 degree
angle again – it has to be correct for

this first learning task. Using my own
hand to simulate the bow, I push into
their bow hand in the same way the
bow should feel. I also adjust their
hand to the proper position and help
them to get their fingers relaxed
establishing the correct “first impres-
sion”.

From this point on you have this
“stop” sign image to use for reference.
Until your student learns correct hand
position you’ll have to constantly refer
to what they learned in the archers’
“T”. Strong visual images are great but
actually “doing” an action makes a
longer lasting image.

Next, have your student(s) use the
bow to repeat the process. Be sure to
assist them in getting their bow hand
correctly placed on the bow and get-
ting their fingers relaxed at full draw. 

BOW HAND 
PLACEMENT ROUTINE
Here’s a set of steps for getting

the bow hand placed correctly.
1. Pen-mark the lower inch of

the lifeline in the bow hand as a
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touch-point reference.
2. Touch the pen-mark to the left

edge (for right-handers) of the bow
grip section.

3. Relax all fingers and the
thumb so they are limp.

4. Slide the bow hand upward
until the index knuckle and thumb
lightly touch the arrow shelf.

5. Allow the thumb pad to light-
ly roll onto the bow grip.

6. Do not pressure the bow hand
onto the grip.

7. Hold the bow hand in the
proper position throughout the rais-
ing of the bow to the target level.

8. During the draw, the bow will
pressure into the bow hand at the
target and aiming level yielding
optimum bow hand consistency.

Learning and following this rou-
tine is vital for your student’s success
in establishing correct bow hand
position. Without a set routine to fol-
low, placing the bow hand becomes
a lottery event – sometimes it hits
and sometimes it doesn’t. Stress this
with your students.

All too many students place their
hand onto the grip in the correct
position but establish a pressure on
it. This pressure may not be the pres-
sure needed at the target level. The

question also arises as to whether
this pressuring at first touch can be
repeated and, of course, I think not.
The most consistent method is to
place the hand correctly and allow
the bow to pressure into the hand
after the bow is raised to target level.

BOW HAND
PRACTICE ROUTINE:

Practice with a purpose is always
far better than just plain practice.
Practice with the idea in mind to
improve your bow hand using the
preceding placement routine is the
only way to make it better for the
long term. So the question becomes,
“How do I practice?” “What do I do
during a practice session?”

During practice is the time for
you to use your conscious mind to
guide your learning of a new skill.
Since your conscious can only have a
single thought at any given time you
must work on only one skill at a time
and for now that skill is “bow hand
placement”. Through this kind of
guided practice your subconscious
will gradually take over the running
of the bow hand routine; it becomes
automatic.

To ensure that your conscious
mind can remain focused on the
bow hand you’ll want to practice
close to the target butt. Close means
4 or 5 yards with no target faces on
the butt. We don’t want the eyes aim-

ing at anything as this distracts the
conscious mind from guiding the
bow hand. 

In fact, the best way to do this
kind of practice is with your eyes
closed. Without visual distractions
your conscious can do its best job of
remaining focused on a single task
for a period of time. It can focus on
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Begin placing your bow hand by touching
only the bottom edge of your lifeline to the
left edge of the grip section. This allows
only the thumb pad to touch the grip.

The second step of hand placement is to
slide your hand up the grip until your index
finger lightly touches the arrow shelf.

The final step of hand placement is to roll
the entire thumb pad lightly onto the grip.
The bow hand is now in the best position
to resist the drawn bow but not impart
any torque to it.
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how the bow hand “feels” as it first
touches the grip, during the raise
and during the draw. At full draw you
can best “feel” if your fingers are
relaxed by flexing them a little to be
sure they are limp and then finish
the shot through the release.

Every practice session should
begin with 30 shots at the blank bale
– eyes closed. There can be no excep-
tions to this for weeks to come. If I
were coaching basketball, the first 20
sessions would start with every one
at the foul line blindfolded, learning
to “feel” their shot.

If shooting at other distances is
part of a practice session then the
bow hand must be checked during
each shot. At the close of the session
your student must return to the
blank bale to shoot at least ten more
closed-eye shots focusing on the feel
of the bow hand. Always start and
end by working on your single objec-
tive for the practice session.

Since it takes humans about 20
days to learn a new habit your stu-
dents are looking at practicing bow

hand placement every day for three
weeks. You’ll have to remind them
that Rome wasn’t built in a day.
Practice, practice, practice!

CONCLUSION
There are no secrets in archery.

Beginners and professionals can and

must all do the same twelve form
steps that I teach but those that
practice them most effectively get
the best results. The single most
important of those steps is the place-
ment of the bow hand. Those that
get it right and relaxed will “set their
bow free” so it can repeat its perfor-
mance without human interference.
The bow will do its job if you do
yours and get out of its way.

Editor’s Note: Larry Wise con-
ducts one and two-day Core Archery
shooting schools on site at archery
clubs and archery shops. Call toll-
free to (877) 464-9997 to check on
pricing and the dates he is available.
This is a great way to jump start a
league program, to grow participa-
tion among your customer base in
competitive archery and to help
position your pro shop as the place
where people can learn to shoot bet-
ter. You can find more information
and order books by Larry Wise at the
web site www.larrywise.com.
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A well-managed bow hand looks relaxed
and is unable to control the bow in any
way. The bow force is, therefore, resisted
by the inline radius and humerus bones of
the arm.


